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Tips for COIL users (9)
Introduction
The ninth topic is about "temperature characteristic and insulation characteristic"
that are the rest of characteristics.
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●Temperature characteristic of inductance
Most of coils are made by using magnetic materials. As the result, the coil
characteristics vary depending on magnetic materials and a coil structure (magnetic
structure).
For ferrite cores which are used as the magnetic materials, most of permeability (μｉ)
have the positive temperature characteristic. Therefore, in general the temperature
characteristic of inductance is also positive (if the temperature rises, the inductance
increases). However, even though same materials are used for a coil, if the structure
is different, the temperature characteristic may significantly vary.
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Graph-1 Temperature Characteristic-1

Graph-2 shows an example of
temperature characteristic of our
inductor 7G14C for digital
amplifier. Please note that the
scale (blue) of vertical axis is ten
times different between Graph-1
and Graph -2.
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always same. Therefore, please
confirm the temperature
characteristic as required.
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All 7E04LB, 7E05NB and 7G14C are shielded
inductors, but you can find that "variation for
inductance temperature" is significantly different
due to the structure difference.
It is not that the temperature characteristic is set
as large value intentionally.
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●Temperature characteristic of DC saturation allowable current
When the temperature rises, generally a curve of DC saturation current of power
inductor comes to the left side like Graph-3 (characteristic example of our CHR1037).
Although the level varies depending on the structure and the ferrite core materials
which are used, it tends to be like the one in Graph-3.
For the power inductors, it is important to confirm the variation of characteristics
based on high temperature, because the power inductors generate heat by
themselves when the current is supplied, and they are mostly used at the place
where the temperature relatively rises.
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●Insulation resistance
There are two kinds of ferrite cores which are used for coils: nickel series (Ni-Zn) and
manganese series (Mn-Zn). Outstanding difference except magnetic characteristic is
volume resistivity. The nickel series is 1000000Ω・m and the manganese series is 0.1
to 10Ω・m. The metal is around 0.000000001Ω・m.
It is difficult to understand, so we tried measuring the surface of ferrite core of
manganese series. And when "the gap of probes was 5mm", the value was around
150kΩ.
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For the nickel series, it is acceptable to consider the ferrite core as
the insulation. For the manganese series, the ferrite core is
I’m Mn-Zn.
available in the range of general voltage. However, some
measures are necessary in the high-voltage circuit, or the circuit
for which the insulation is important.
Therefore, for the manganese, the surface of ferrite core is
insulated to maintain the characteristics equivalent to the nickel
series depending on the application (It is employed for our power
inductor series HER, HHR).
Generally, the nickel series is used for the power inductors, and
the manganese series is used for the transformers. However, the (insulated)
manganese series is used for some power inductors to improve DC saturation
allowable current.
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Notes
While we pay sufficient attention to this description in preparing this, if you have any questions or
doubts in this description, please contact following address.
E-mail: sales@sagami-elec.co.jp
Y.Hoshino
Engineering control Dept.
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